Abstract-A high-resolution t -w estimator, termed the Wigner Distribution (WD), is shown to form a sound basis for representing nonstationary acoustic returns. Signal returns are modeled as the output of a time-variant random filter where the WD of the nonstationary signal return defines a random process whose expectation reduces to the instantaneous power spectral density defined for dispersive communication channels. From the WD, a set of relations describing time-variant channel effects on spread spectrum and diversity transmissions are developed. These relations are shown to be useful in comparing spreading techniques under differing channel conditions and for estimating channel-imposed bounds on the spreading parameters required for effective transmission. A mapping from the Wigner distribution to the cycle spectrum is shown to produce cyclic correlations characteristic of the modulation rate. The WD-based formalism is applied to an example of spread spectrum transmission through a reverberation-limited channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
ROBLEMS in the design of spread spectrum signals for P transmission in underwater acoustic channels often arise from signal dispersion of the acoustic energy. Effective spreading formats are highly dependent on propagation characteristics and statistical properties of the recorded data. Reflected or scattered signals are highly complicated in nature and their amplitude phase characteristics depend on a multitude of parameters, including frequency-dependent properties of transducers, propagation paths, absorption, diffraction, and scattering. Propagation characteristics are especially complicated for cyclostationary transmissions as are, for example, signals whose power spectral density (psd) has been artificially spread to reside below the ambient noise floor.
The t -w domain has been shown to be an effective means of characterizing nonstationarities of composite signal returns [ 11.
A popular t-to-t -w transformation is the short-time spectral density (STSD) [2]. The short-time spectral density is a shorttime Fourier-transform-(STFT)-based estimator where the process is assumed to be stationary over short-time intervals, and the discrete Fourier transforms (DFT's) of these intervals are ensembled, then used to characterize the spectrum. These methods postulate stationarity over the observation interval, and as such present special problems when applied to spread spectrum transmissions. For example, consider the simple case for which a narrowband stationary signal has been multiplied by a spreading function c(t): Spreading the spectrum, in effect, compresses the duration of signal nonstationarity such that the product signal is now locally nonstationary. In fact, cyclic correlations that arise in the modulation process provide an effective means of deliminating artificially spread signals from noise sources. Further discussion of this phenomena will be given later in the paper.
In this paper a high-resolution t -w estimator termed the Wigner Distribution (WD) will form the basis of a set of relations between a dispersive channel and the spreading characteristics of cyclostationary signals as are used in, for example, spread spectrum and diversity transmissions. In Section I1 relevant aspects of the Wigner distribution as applied to time-variant spectra will be presented. In Section 111 the Wigner di~ribution will be applied to underwater acoustic signals and a formalism developed. By modeling signal returns as the output of a timevariant random filter, the WD will be interpreted as a random process whose mean maintains a t -w Fourier transformation relationship with a symmetric ambiguity function and shown to form a natural extension of the Wigner definition for energy signals. Partial transformation of the Wigner distribution will be shown to characterize cyclic correlations that arise in spread spectrum signals. Application of the WD-based formalism to signal design efforts will be presented in Section IV, then applied to the case of spread spectrum transmission through a reverberation-limited channel.
WIGNER-BASED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The WD is a bilinear I-to-t -w transformation of the form [31:
for y ( t ) , a time history. The WD defines a time-frequency estimator that provides a representation of signal concentration over the t -w plane. The WD is in fact one member of a large class of time-frequency distributions, 1 " O " o " C y y ( t , w ) = -2 1 S, s, S, Z y y ( U 9 7 )
. e(, . , From this relation it follows that the WD maintains minimum variance over the Cohen class of t -w representations. As such, these dual properties become smoothed in both time and frequency for the other Cohen class representations. The WD can be exemplified through application to a linear FM spreading function expressed as follows: y ( t ) = Acos ( a c t + CY ; ).
Spectral spreading of the power spectral density is characterized by the dispersion index that is defined by the product of the signal duration with the peak-to-peak deviation in frequency during that signal pulse. Application of a moving window, as in the STSD can be used to characterize the linear FM signal, where the shortened observation time effectively reduces the dispersion index. However, narrowing of the window length to accomodate a high sweep rate, or large CY, will increase the resolution bandwidth in the STSD by an amount proportionate to a convolution with the Fourier transform of the window. The compromise between the frequency resolution of the window and quasi-stationarity over the window length associated with STSD estimators is well known [2]. In the WD, the Fourier transformation is on the WD inner product function defined in (l), where the peak-to-peak frequency deviation over the win- The discrete WD (DWD) may be compared directly with the DSP equivalent of the STSD [2] as given below and illustrated in Fig. 1: where h(n) is a window of length N . Fig. 2 illustrates the DWD for a like transform lengtkin which-the DWD is for h(n), a rectangular window of length N + 1. Notice that dc information is difficult to obtain from the WD due to artifact generation around dc associated with the inner product operation. Application of the analytic signal can be used to eliminate this dc corruption 
where W y y , Wxx, Whh, are the respective WD's of y , x , and h, and *c denotes convolution. These two operations are important to real-time processing of the WD and will prove useful in the discussion in Sections I11 and IV.
WIGNER APPLICATION TO UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC RETURNS
The application of the WD to acoustic returns can be interpreted by modeling each return waveform as the output of a linear time-variant (LTV) random filter with input x ( t ) , such where (18) is the autocorrelation of the LTV-channel transfer function and
where F, and F-'4 denote Fourier and inverse Fourier transform operations over U and 4, respectively.
-m ' ( t 7 ; U I , U*) e-'aT dui dU2 d7 ( 1 1) Taking the mean of the WD definition in (1) yields:
Given the random nature of the underwater medium, each return waveform can be treated as a random process, in which case From equations (17) and (20), it can be readily seen that the instantaneous time-variant autocorrelation of each waveform return can be expressed as
x R , , ( T , u)e-jw'dud7
where A , , (
is the symmetric ambiguity function (AF) definedas
where S,,(v, U) is the filter scattering function and satisfies:
1 "
The result of (14) (4) to (16), the Of the autocorrelation of the LTV filter-transfer function. W D can be readily seen as general case, treating the output process of the LTV filter as stationary when h( t , U ) is wss is inappropriate, because in doing so the time dependence of the time-variant filter is averaged out. Exception holds when h ( t , U) is wss with uncorrelated temporal spreading and the filter input is sufficiently narrowband, in which case the corresponding output y ( t ) is a wss narrowband random process for which R,,(t, 7) becomes R y y ( 7 ) and (17) and (18) can be seen for cyclostationary, transmissions as arise in spread spectrum signals, the time-bandwidth product (TB) of the nonstationary channel should not exceed the local stationarity of the unspread message or else the signal will smear into itself. For example, suppose we have a narrowband message x ( t ) of length T, that has been spread via a spreading function c ( t ) with a bandwidth, B, s B, for B,, the bandwidth of the original process. The resulting waveform after spectral spreading of the signal appears stationary over the signal length, indicating uncorrelated spectral spreading. In the psd the signal appears as a wideband process where a traditional spectral coherency analysis may indicate a high correlation between the artificially spread signal and another wideband noiselike process.
However, in the t -w model the local behavior of the signal (i.e., T,B, in the t -w plane) exhibits nonstationarities which are masked in the conventional psd. More specifically, if, for example, s( t ) = x( t)c( t ) , then even though s( t ) is effectively a wideband process, s( t ) exhibits high correlation among spectral components with spacing 2w, (where w, denotes the center frequency of the narrowband signal x( t ) ) [7] .
More specifically, referring to the convolution relationship given in (16), if the design objective of the signal is to optimize signal reception over the dispersive channel, the local TB of the signal should be made large relative to the TB of the nonstationary channel in order to minimize channel distortion on the vided that the-spectral spreading does not compress the temporal information such that the local nonstationarity cannot be resolved at the channel output. If, however, the design objective is channel characterization, then the TB of the signal should be kept small relative to the TB of the nonstationary channel model Naturally, from (16), the case for which W,,(t, U) approaches Frequency hopping accomplishes spectral dispersion by randomly hopping the carrier frequency. An M -W frequency Shift-keY (MFSK) signaling f0n-r" defines the carrier and expresses as f o h w : to prevent smearing the dispersion characteristics of the channel. (24) an impulse in the t -w plane is optimum for channel characterization; however, the transform definition between t and w makes this impossible. An example design for channel characterization is via the transformation of a Gaussian pulse train passed through a Gaussian filter, where the variances of the Gaussians are relatively constrained to address the dominant dispersion characteristics of the channel. In Section I1 a linear FM spreading function provided an example for the WD and DWD. In the discussion to follow, two additional spreading functions will be described with respect to the WD. Transmission through a reverberation-limited channel will then be examined.
A . Spectral Spreading and the Cycle Spectrum
Three common spectral spreading techniques are: Direct sequence (DS) spreading, frequency hopping (FH), and linear FM modulation on the carrier. Linear FM (LFM) was discussed in Section 11. Although linear FM achieves a large TB product, it is generally not classified as a spread spectrum signal by definition. A spread spectrum signal employs a pseudo-random spreading sequence to effect a large TB product on the signal, and maintains higher order cycle frequencies associated with the constant rate modulation inherent in the spreading process 191. The implications of these higher cycle frequencies will be discussed presently.
where T, is the time between frequency shifts, p( t ) is a pulse of length Tp < T,, w, is the minimum frequency displacement, and the ak's assume the values & 1, k 3; -e , & ( M -1) in some permuted order. The MFSK can be designed for noncoherent reception, which is advantageous in the underwater medium.
The DWD of a 4-ary FSK pulse transmission is given in Fig. 3 . width in the t -w estimator equivalent to that in the conventional psd. More specifically, for a stationary transmission, the U -w plane would form an edge along U = 0 and vanish elsewhere. Care must be exercised not to remove relevant signature information when employing cross-term reduction algorithms for the WD. In spread-spectrum transmissions, for example, higher order cycle frequencies characterize the modulation process. This can be seen by the Fourier transformation of the WD along the time axis. Suppose, for example, that a fast frequency hop 4-ary FSK is transmitted. Fig. 5 depicts the first four message symbols, where each has been divided into four frequency-keyed subpulses. Fig. 6 illustrates the cycle spectrum of the 4-FSK example given in Fig. 5 . The additional pulses arising along edges located at integer multiples of the cycle frequency correspond to the repetition rate of the 4-ary FSK spreading function and decay in a sinc envelope. That is, the repetition of the keying pattern reflects a periodicity along the t-axis of the WD that when it is Fourier-transformed denotes a line spectrum in U , depicted by primary lobes along w . Alternatively, the spectral correlation of nonstationary noise would disperse randomly over the U -w plane.
The regular pattern observed above in the cycle spectrum can be avoided by randomly varying the hopping order from pulse to pulse as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Still, the constant rate modulation imposed by the spreading function will produce cyclic correlations that arise as dominant lobes in the U -w plane at integer multiples of the cycle frequency or, equivalently, the reciprocol of the modulation rate. This occurrence corresponds to the cyclostationary nature of spread-spectrum signals [ 131. Fig. 8 gives the cycle spectrum mapping of the Wigner description in Fig. 9 gives the DWD of an FSK imbedded in noise (SNR = -3 dB). In the magnitude cycle-spectrum transformation the stationary noise contribution collapses to the axis and the nonstationary noise contribution maintains an even spread over the plane resulting from correlated spectral spreading of the nonstationary noise. The spreading-function contribution predominates at the cycle frequencies and indicates the modulation rate. Fig.  10 displays the cycle spectrum. Given severe noise degradation, the cycle frequencies can be intensified via integration along the w-axis. In Fig. 11 the cycle frequencies have become more pronounced by performing a running sum along w at each U . Fig. 12 illustrates the smoothed-DWD equivalent that results from mapping back to the t -w plane after filtering the cycle spectrum with a lowpass filter along w with a cut-off cycle frequency just after the second harmonic in the line spectrum.
Direct-sequence spread spectrum (DS SS) offers effective spectral spreading and has been used successfully by the radar community in ranging systems [9] , [ 141. Unfortunately, transition of DS applications to underwater acoustics is difficult, because proper despreading requires a coherent channel. If the medium characteristics can be effectively modeled, channel equalization may be employed. If the application calls for a limited amount of information from each resolution cell, as in, for example, object detection, DS poses a viable option, especially for short-range applications. A common spreading function for DS SS applications is a binary-phase shift-keyed sequence (BPSK). A BPSK spreading function is one for which the phase of the carrier is randomly switched between two values separated by 180", as follows:
where p ( t ) is the pulse shape, the {C,} form a sequence of independent random variables of value + 1 and -1 with equal probability, and Tc is the time between chips or possible phase shifts. Fig. 13 illustrates the WD of a BPSK spreading function. In tne WD plot the phase transisitions can be seen to effectively spread the spectrum. More specifically, from equation (A2), integration along t yields the psd, which is broadened by phase transitions. Figs. 14 and 15 give the respective DWD and cycle spectrum for a BPSK spreading function (SNR = 0 dB) where filtering the cycle spectrum as described above was employed to effect noise reduction in the WD. As in the MFSK, given a low SNR environment, a running sum along w in the cycle spectrum can be employed to enhance the cycle frequencies. Given the Fourier transform relation in mapping from the DWD to the cycle spectrum, it becomes clear that excessive temporal smoothing corresponds to filtering of the cycle frequencies. A higher spreading rate effectively displaces the period between cycle frequencies in a, whereby too much filtering of the cycle frequencies results in a loss of temporal resolution required to recover the signal. That is, the message will effectively smear into itself.
B. Reverberation-Limited Channel Example
The WD of a Poisson point process of the form:
can be shown to reduce to 171:
where Ra(0) is the mean square value of the sequence of independent random variables { a k } , and h ( t ) denotes the arrival rate of the elemental signal components. If y ( t ) were to describe, for example, a scattered or reflected return represented as a combination of different events, then (27) indicates a temporal smoothing of the t -o spectrum of the elemental signal components that is dependent upon the Poisson rate of the elemental signal returns. Now let y ( t ) be a reverberated signal where the attenuation and distortion imposed by the channel can be described by respective filtering and modulation operations. The composite return can be modeled as a Poisson point process satisfying,
where the amplitudes { u k } form a sequence of independent random variables and the sequence of arrival times { t k } of the elemental signal returns form a Poisson point process with expected rate h ( t ) , and g ( t ) and m(t) are the respective filtering and modulation operations of the channel. Application of the WD properties described in (8) and (9) to (28) yields: In the LFM, the pulse length and sweep rate will be relatively constrained by the channel TB. The trade-off dimensions are dependent upon the dominant channel characteristics. The double convolution in (29) effectively disperses the signal in the t -w plane, which in turn increases the variance of the signal after despreading.
A message that is spectrally spread via either DS, for example, BPSK, or simply through linear FM on the carrier will pose a severe reception problem when either frequency attenuation is significant (i.e., g ( t ) is narrowband) or when the rate of significant signal reflections drops slowly over time.
For example, referring to Fig. 13 , the temporal spreading imposed by the convolution of the WD of the BPSK with f(t) described in (29) results in a loss of temporal resolution required for coherent signal reception. Proper recovery of the BPSK requires the receiver to be able to align the reference pattern to within a fraction of a constant phase interval [9], defined as the coherence interval. The temporal spreading imposed by the convolution in (29) effectively reduces the coherence interval. If the modulation rate is too high, such that the corresponding cycle frequencies are overfiltered by the reverberation channel (i.e., f(t) is narrowband), then the coherence interval diminishes, making coherent reception nearly impossible.
Because FSK can employ noncoherent reception, the frequency hop (FH) signal can be made tolerant to the channel, given proper spacing between energy loci in the 1 -w plane.
That is, for an MFSK spreading format the reverberation-limited channel will cause the FH lobes in the t -w plane to widen or smear. Care must be exercised in designing the FH/MFSK parameters. If a fast hopping format is selected in which each message symbol is divided into concatenated subpulses, the signal will randomize in the reverberation channel if the message content becomes smeared into itself during the convolution process described in (29). To prevent spectral smearing of the signal, if T, denotes the duration of each hopped subpulse, then the spacing between frequency hops should be at least 2 / T, + B, and the spacing between subpulse transmissions should be at least T, + TA + l/Bg.
V. CONCLUSION
The Wigner distribution was shown to form a sound basis for representing nonstationary acoustic returns over the t -w plane.
Naturally, spread spectrum signals fall into this category. A set of relations describing time-variant channel effects on spread spectrum and diversity transmissions was developed. These relations can be used to compare spreading techniques under differing channel conditions and to determine channel-imposed bounds on the spreading parameters required for effective transmission. Alternatively, these same relations can be applied to signal selection for effective channel characterization. A mapping from the WD to the cycle spectrum was shown to produce cyclic correlations that arise in spread-spectrum signals. The resulting cycle frequencies correspond to the modulation rate of the spreading function. Filtering of the cycle spectrum was correlated to the smoothing of the WD. The Wigner-based formalism was then applied to an example of spread-spectrum transmission through a reverberation-limited channel. Fellowship (1984 Fellowship ( -1985 and an Army Research Office Graduate Fellowship (1986 Fellowship ( -1987 . During 1988-1989 she served on the Executive Committee of the Piedmont
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